Microsoft 365
Information
Governance
Manage and control your data with
enterprise-wide visibility.

Improve Access To Your Information
Without clear insight into your Microsoft 365 environment, your organization could be
sharing items that contain Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and Protected Health
Information (PHI), breach internal data privacy policies, or are past retention periods.
With strict privacy regulations and data breaches on the rise, a range of information
governance challenges presented by Microsoft 365 needs to be addressed.

On-prem
software

Microsoft offers several valuable features that are enhanced by ActiveNav’s robust data
discovery and classification capabilities. With ActiveNav’s file analysis software, content
within file shares can be indexed at rest for quick results, allowing you to:
• Clean, tag, and organize your Microsoft 365 environment
• Gain a comprehensive understanding of what data you are storing
• Identify risky records and information such as PII, credit card numbers, and 		

Quick time-tovalue

password files
• Reduce overall data volumes and M365 costs
• Improve security practices to limit access to sensitive information
ActiveNav brings together people, processes, and technology for a scalable, best of
breed solution for Microsoft 365 information governance.

4.5 out of 5 on
Gartner Peer
Insights

“ActiveNav is a clever product that
works quickly in an area where “fast”
isn’t usually a keyword, and provides
thorough results that enable sound
decisions to be made (and acted
upon) or merely indicates an area of
interest that should be looked into - your
choice.“ - Gartner Peer Insights
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